
Year Group: Year 6
2021 - 2022 Term: Autumn 1

Teachers: Mrs Symes, Miss Jenkins & Mr 
Fisher

Learning Values:    
Determined, respectful, 

independent and  creative

Science : Classification - A 
place for everything.

Why is classification
 important?  
What is it used for? Who was Charles Darwin

We will:
-be describing how living things are classified 
into broad groups according to common 
observable characteristics based on similarities 
and differences and give reasons for this.
-sort and group animals based on their features.
- classify living things based on the Linnaean 
system.
-design a creature that has a specific set of 
characteristics and try to classify these! 

Extended Writing Opportunities 
Dialogue between two characters, first person 
recount, diary and letter writing. 

English
Core Texts: ‘The Piano’ and ‘Once’
We will be starting the year with a three week 
unit on a short animation: ‘The Piano’ before starting 
our novel for the Autumn term: ‘Once’. Both texts link 
to our Autumn topic of World War 2. Twice weekly 
reading skills lessons will focus on ‘Once’ and other 
texts linked to this topic. 

We will focus on writing  in character and 
understanding  choices made by the author. 
Can I write speech accurately and effectively?

SPAG: prefixes and suffixes; direct speech punctuation; 
reporting clauses; relative clauses; progressive form of 
present and past tense; expressing time, place and cause 
by using conjunctions, adverbs and prepositions and using 
fronted adverbials. 

Alan Peat Sentence types:
Revising 3ED sentences; noun who, which, where 
sentences (embedded clauses) and the more, the more 
sentences.

UNICEF Articles:
Article 6: Every child has the right to be alive.
Article 14: Children can choose their own religion.
Article 38: Children have the right to be protected 
during war.

Maths  : 
Number: Place Value 
Can I order and compare numbers 
up to 10,000,000? Can I round 
numbers to a required degree of 
accuracy? Can I use negative 
numbers in context? Can I solve 
number and practical problems 
involving place value? 

Number: Addition, Subtraction, 
Multiplication and Division 
Can I solve multistep problems in 
context? Can I use the formal 
methods of long multiplication, 
long division and short division? 
Can I perform mental calculations 
involving large numbers? Can I 
identify common factors, common 
multiples and prime numbers? Can 
I use my knowledge of the order of 
operations to carry out 
calculations involving the four 
operations? Can I solve problems 
involving the four operations? Can 
I use estimation to check answers 
to calculations? 

SMSC:  family relationships, working 
together in a group, appreciating other 
cultures, sharing and empathy.



Spanish 
Discuss positive reasons for learning Spanish. 
Revise:  Spanish phonics and classroom 
language; seasons of the year; numbers, colours 
through recognising and describing country flags.
Learn:  Where Spanish is spoken around the 
world; Study the geography and weather of Spain; 
compare Spanish geography and weather with the 
UK.  
Grammar:  Describe Spain using unfamiliar 
language: Hay/there are + plural nouns + 
mucho/a/os/as/many; consolidate correct noun & 
adjectival agreement.
Article 29

PSHE  
We will be goal setting for the year and creating 
our class charter.  How do these compare to last 
year’s?

Health and wellbeing: Revisit understanding of 
online safety. What’s new? How have things 
changed. We need to keep up! 

Who should I speak to if I am worried or scared 
about something online?

History and Geography: World War two 
We will take a look  at significant events already studied and how these were 
interpreted and why eg the GFOL, invasion of Romans. How are these different from 
this more recent historical event?  Which events are considered  modern history?

Who helped Great Britain during the war?
How did the people of Britain cope during  the war?

We will be learning about the experiences of a wide range of people and will be 
developing our ability to empathise. We will consider the impact on family life in Britain 
during the war using primary and secondary sources.. We will also be focusing on the 
Blitz and considering the impact and sacrifice of our allies around the world, in 
particular from colonial countries. We will order significant events during World War 
Two. 

Articles: 25,  27, 28 and 38.

Art -
Artist Focus: Henry Moore WW2 sketches and sculptures.
We will consider how life during WW2 influenced artists of the era. Can we 
create shade and tone using pencil and charcoal? We will be practising the 
skills of sketching, and blending (using charcoal). What materials can I use to 
turn a 2D sketch into a 3D representation?

Y6 Big Question : Who were the heroes of World War Two?
Immersion: trip to The Imperial War Museum, Evacuee Day

Music and philosophy

Songs That Won the War (linked to Big 
Question)
Singing:  'Evacuate' and traditional war songs.
Listening:  Music about war - Holst/Shostakovich
Composing:  Create 'sound picture' of an air-raid in 
arch form
Performance: Control of instruments and structure. 
use of silence/dynamic/texture

Philosophy:      War or Peace? 

RE  - Why is the Torah so important in Judaism? 
This unit will explore the place of the Torah, as the most important source of authority, within 
Judaism. It will enable pupils to learn about the content of the Torah, how different Jewish groups 
understand its origin, the place that it plays within services within the synagogue and the way that 
it is treated by Jewish people.   We will read a few extracts from the Torah. 

RRS: Article 14
You have the right to think what you like and be whatever religion you want to be.

PE/Games: Team building exercises.
Football skills leading to small games.
Attacking and defending.
Cognitive skills
Co-ordination: ball skills
Agility: reaction/response
How can tactics help my team?
How can I become more agile?
Articles: 27 and 31

ICT: Digital literacy
How does the internet work?
Children will learn how computer networks work 
including the internet and how to use search 
engines effectively.
They will continue to learn how to evaluate digital 
content and how to use technology responsibly, 
securely and safely.

Article 17: The right to get information from the 
internet.


